SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS
Budget and Finance
AGENDA ITEM: 7 – U
DATE: October 3-5, 2017
******************************************************************************
SUBJECT:

SDSBVI New School Construction Preliminary Facility Statement and Facility
Program Plan

The South Dakota School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (SDSBVI) requests approval
of its Preliminary Facility Statement and Facility Program Plan for the construction of a new school
building at an estimated cost of $13,558,993. Currently the SDSBVI resides in a 55-year old
building in need of major renovations.
NSU’s Preliminary Facility Statement for the Regional Sports Complex (October 2017,
Item 7 – S) includes the demolition of the School for the Blind and Visually Impaired. Approval
of that preliminary facility statement will necessitate the construction of a new school building for
the School for the Blind and Visually Impaired. A regent to oversee the building committee was
requested in the motion for Item 7 – S.
The project will include construction of a new building totaling 50,043 gross square feet
on 3.5 acres, as well as the demolition of the current 65,000 square foot building on 10 acres. Plans
are suggested for the building to be located at the corner of 14th Avenue and State Street; this is
the current location of Jerde Hall. This location offers easier access for student drop-off and
shortens the distance between SDSBVI and Northern State University. The proximity to Northern
will allow for easier collaboration of the schools and increase the ease for dual enrollment.
This project will serve both current and future students of SDSBVI, as well as faculty. It
will provide the opportunity to expand the transition program for older students, which could
attract students from out of state without extended transition programs. Additionally, this
collaboration with Northern State University will include classrooms to train future teachers of the
visually impaired, which can help address a national shortage of teachers in this field while
expanding degree programs at Northern.
As a school dedicated to the education of children who are blind or visually impaired,
including students who are deaf blind or multi-impaired, SDSBVI’s space needs are different from
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a typical public school. This project will include construction of a new building that will meet the
most current standards of education for students with visual impairment.
A new building built to today’s best practices will better prepare students to navigate other
buildings outside of the school. Additionally, best practice today is to differentiate areas for young
and older students to create an environment that supports the youngest students, and provides one
with more real-world challenges for older students. The current one-story building does not
provide training opportunities for navigating stairs, elevators, and the more complex spatial
environment of a multi-story building, which could offer valuable learning opportunities in a new
2-story building.
Additional details of the project can be found in SDSBVI’s attached Preliminary Facility
Statement in Attachment I, along with schematic drawings and site location maps included in the
Facility Program Plan in Attachment II. If approved, the Board president should appoint a building
committee representative to oversee the project. The committee representative was assigned after
the approval of the NSU’s Preliminary Facility Statement for the Regional Sports Complex,
preceding this motion.
Funding for this project’s construction will come entirely from private donations.
Operating costs for the new facility will be funded through SDSBVI’s current general funds
operating budget. There will be no additional staffing needs. Maintenance and repair costs for the
facility will be funded through school and public lands funding.

ATTACHMENT I

PRELIMINARY FACILITY STATEMENT
FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY
IMPAIRED
October 2017
South Dakota School for the Blind and Visually Impaired requests approval of this
Preliminary Facility Statement to construct a new school building.
1. GENERAL PROGRAMMATIC NEED TO BE ADDRESSED
The current School for the Blind and Visually Impaired campus was built in 1960 and no longer
meets the school’s needs. With the evolution of technology and teaching methods, the 55 year
old building would need major renovations. Therefore, we are seeking approval to design and
build a facility that better meets the needs of the students we serve and is easier to maintain.
The preliminary program suggests a new building of approximately 50,000 square feet, on a site
of at least 3.5 acres will meet SDSBVI’s needs. This is a substantial reduction from the current
facility of about 65,000 square feet on a 10 acre campus. In addition, this facility will expand
SDSBVI’s opportunities to collaborate with Northern State University by including classrooms to
train teachers of the visually impaired, which can help address a national shortage while
expanding degree programs at Northern.

2. ANALYSIS OF CONSTITUENTS TO BE SERVED
This project will serve the current and future students and faculty at the School for the
Blind and Visually Impaired.

3. ADDITIONAL SERVICES OFFERED
A new facility will make it possible to expand our transition programs for older
students. Hopefully attracting out of state students to a program that is not offered by
other schools of the blind. In addition, it will allow expansion in collaboration with
Northern State University in training teachers of the visually impaired.
4. COMPLIANCE WITH THE STRATEGIC PLAN
The SDSBVI Strategic Plan addresses the need to assess and upgrade residential
school facilities to meet the changing needs of enrolled students and the collaboration
with institutions of higher education to assure a workforce of educators and related
services professions to meet the future needs of children with vision impairments.
5. ANALYSIS OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT BASED ON AN AGING FACILITY
After 55 years, there are a number limitations and deficiencies that will require
substantial investment. The school still runs on its original boilers, there is no central
air system, there is no air circulations throughout the facility, and there are electrical
challenges due to the age of the facility and the movement of technology.
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6. LOCATION
The facility would be located on the current site of Jerde Hall on the Northern State
University campus.
7. REALLOCATION OF OLD SPACE, IF ANY
Existing school would be demolished.
8. PROPOSED FUNDING SOURCE
The estimated cost of this project is 13.6M. The funding of this project will be
through private funds.
9. BUDGET FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A FACILITY PROGRAM PLAN
Donated funds were used to fund the facility program plan.
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South Dakota School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
Program Plan
South Dakota School for the Blind and Visually Impaired requests the approval of this Facility
Program Plan for the construction of a new school. The school is an investment in the students
across the state that are blind or visually impaired. This facility will not only benefit our current
students but it will allow us to expand our transition program and our collaboration with
Northern State University in growing teachers of the blind. The Preliminary Facility Plan was
brought forward for approval by the Board of Regents in October 2017.

A. Programmatic justification for discrete spaces
The School for the Blind and Visually Impaired was founded in Gary, SD in 1900 and
opened in Aberdeen, SD in 1961. The campus has been well maintained over the last 55
years. However, the current facility has major deficiencies relating to current standards for
education of students with visual impairments and to age-related physical conditions. These
obstacles will require significant investments if a new facility is not built.
As education of blind students has transformed, so too have best practices for their physical
environment based on newer technologies and new insights. SDSBVI’s current building has
direct fluorescent lighting and high-gloss, heavily patterned flooring. Current best practices
call instead for indirect, dimmable LED lighting, matte flooring, and intentional use of
pattern and color changes for land marking. These characteristics make it easier for students
with usable vision to avoid lighting glare and distraction, use assistive devices, and easily
navigate the school.
SDSBVI’s current classrooms have mini blinds which produce patterned glare and shade.
Today’s best practice is to use roller shades or other strategies to soften daylight without
patterned glare. SDSBVI’s classrooms also have large expanses of open shelving. While
ample storage is needed for braille materials and classroom tools, today’s best practice is to
use predominantly closed casework to minimize visual clutter and provide clear cues about
what items can be accessed by students.
SDSBVI currently emphasizes trailing (using painted bands and tactile markers) to navigate
sprawling hallways since the building’s symmetrical, double-loaded corridors do not provide
useful cues for cane navigation and sensory wayfinding. A new building built to today’s best
practices can incorporate changes in material, color, ceiling height, sound reflectance, and
lighting source to help students navigate using sensory cues and canes, rather than relying on
trailing markers, to better prepare them to navigate other buildings.
SDSBVI’s current building does not provide any differentiation between areas for young
children and for older students. Best practice today is to create an environment that supports
the youngest students, offering more real-world challenges for older students. The current
one-story building also does not provide training opportunities for navigating stairs,
elevators, and the more complex spatial environment of a multi-story building, which could
offer valuable learning opportunities in a new 2-story building.
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As a school dedicated to the education of children who are blind or visually impaired,
including students who are deaf blind or multiply impaired, SDSBVI’s space needs are
different from a typical public school in many ways, including:
•

Spaces are needed for a large age range, from preschoolers, through school age children,
and young adults transitioning to independence. This requires different types of
classrooms and restrooms, and library and gym spaces that can support the needs of
diverse students.

•

Class sizes are very small, typically with fewer than 8 students per classroom and often
just 4-6 students per classroom.

•

Educational spaces for students who are blind require more square footage per student
than typical, in order to accommodate large tables, storage of braille materials, use of
assistive devices, and educational assistants.

•

Space is needed to support the Expanded Core Curriculum, which teaches skills of
blindness such as orientation and mobility, social interaction, independent living skills,
use of assistive technology, career education, and recreation

•

With the exception of a few day students from the surrounding area, students live on
campus. This requires space for dorm rooms, independent living skills apartments, and
dorm staff, as well as recreational activities that take place outside of typical school
hours. Having versatile space to accommodate twice as many students during summer
school is also essential.

•

More staff spaces are needed, due to the higher number of teachers and assistants per
student, the presence of district-level staff, and the number of outreach, transition,
evaluation, and therapeutic staff housed in the building.

B. Gross Square Footage
The proposed building will include approximately 50,000 square feet and 3.5 acres compared
to the current 65,000 square feet and 10 acres.

C. Site Analysis
It has been determined that the building should reside on the corner of 14th Ave and State
Street. This is the current location of Northern State’s Jerde Hall. This will provide a visible
entry from State Street for easy student drop-off and visitor parking. The proximity to
Northern allows for easier collaboration and the proximity to MayOverby allows for easier
duel enrollment.
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D. Description of Key Building Features
Learning Spaces
SDSBVI’s learning spaces are organized into broad age categories of elementary, middle,
and high school, since students of different age/grade levels are combined within those
categories. General classrooms are used to teach subjects such as language arts, math, and
Braille. Elementary classrooms need access to restrooms/changing facilities and a sensory
room, and proximity to the speech office and indoor play area. A hands-on project lab can be
used for interactive science instruction and art projects, since both need cleanable flooring,
sinks, and good ventilation, more efficiently than providing dedicated rooms for these two
part-time uses. Music classes are currently held only in the morning, so the Music classroom
may be available as a secondary meeting space or to accommodate future growth. The Life
Skills Lab will contain training environments for kitchen and laundry skills, to be used with
SDSBVI school-age students and older Transition students.
Library
The library is used by students of all ages, with younger students using it daily for
storytelling and older students mainly having the librarian pull or download resources for
them. Since the library closes at the end of the school day, students are highly scheduled
during the day, and browsing is difficult for students with visual impairments, the library
does not function as a study center or active resource. SDSBVI would like the library to be
more of a hub for students and teachers, by locating a classroom/conference room,
technology lab, and curriculum book room within or adjacent to the library.
Gym/Health/Therapy
SDSBVI focuses on promoting physical activity and wellness through a range of fitness
activities and sports such as goalball, biking, and archery. Students take PE and Health
classes, have OT/PT sessions, and use the Gym for evening recreation and sports. Colocating the Gym, Fitness, and OT/PT spaces along with supporting spaces will provide
opportunities to strengthen these programs and incorporate new challenges such as a
bouldering wall.
Dining
SDSBVI students typically eat 3 meals a day in the Dining Hall, with the exception of young
students in the feeding program who need more privacy to focus. SDSBVI would like to
create a less institutional feeling Dining Hall that can also be used for meetings and
gatherings. Some of the existing commercial kitchen equipment may be able to be reused in
the new building.
Outreach
The Outreach program includes Outreach Vision Consultants who travel around the state 3-4
days per week to provide assessment, consultation, and assistance to students, families, and
school districts. A single open office can provide workstations and shared storage for the
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outreach staff, transition coordinator, and liaison for services, with convenient access to state
vehicle parking.
Administration & Health Services
SDSBVI needs a 2-workstation reception area to control the front entry, and an
administrative suite with offices for district-level staff, records storage, and a conference
room. Other shared areas such as a second conference room, staff workroom, and staff
breakroom can be located elsewhere since they will be used by all staff.
SDSBVI’s nurse needs to be located near the dormitory, since older students who are ill may
spend the day in their rooms. While most of the time students who are seriously ill or
contagious will be sent home to recover, the office should include an isolation room that can
be used when this is not feasible.
Evaluation & Assessment
SDSBVI conducts 3-day onsite assessments of students from around the state, and provides
low-vision assessments and services to both on-campus students and statewide students. This
area will provide dedicated spaces for evaluation and the low-vision clinic, with a shared
waiting area.
Northern
Northern State University has an established relationship with SDSBVI, and is planned to be
an embedded education partner in the new building. Northern’s classrooms will be used by
teacher education students focusing on special education careers, and Northern is interested
in providing additional specializations for teachers of the visually impaired. A Transition
Learning Community may be established within the new building, to provide both SDSBVI’s
students and other students that have received special education services and are still eligible
for services up until age 22, with a college experience. This program would use the Northern
classrooms and the Life Skills Lab.
Residential
The new dorms are intended to be both less institutional and more flexible than SDSBVI’s
current dorms. For efficiency, dorm rooms are sized to function as generous 1-bed private
rooms during the school year, and accommodate 2 students during the summer program
when enrollment peaks. SDSBVI enrollment has typically had approximately twice as many
male students as female students, but the exact mix of students by age and gender is fluid.
The new dorm needs to provide more flexible separation by age and gender, with 2 open
common rooms that are easy to supervise.
In addition to the dorms, SDSBVI needs 2 apartments that can be used by older students on a
short-term, rotating basis to practice Independent Living Skills, and 1 apartment that can be
used by families of students that are on campus for a few days of evaluation.
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Support Spaces
SDSBVI’s facilities staff are an integral part of their programs. In addition to maintaining the
building and grounds, facilities staff customize furniture and equipment as needed to serve
students, and may provide on-the-job training opportunities for students. SDSBVI also has 6
vehicles that are used to transport students or make outreach visits, and require garage
parking for efficiency.
Proposed space allocations can be summarized as follows:
Program
Learning Spaces
Library
Gym/Health/Therapy
Dining
Outreach
Administration
Health Services
Evaluation & Assessment
Northern
Residential
Support
Total Net Square Feet
Tare

Total Projected Gross Square Feet

E. Illustrative Floor Plans
See Attachment I

6,620
2,850
7,650
1,510
650
2,490
355
470
1,940
7,730
2,765
35,030
15,013

50,043
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F. Initial Cost Estimates and Funding Sources
The estimated project cost is $13,600,000 which includes:

Construction Costs
Professional Services
Construction Testing
Site Survey
Geotechnical Investigation
Office of the State Engineer
Commissioning
Demolition/Asbestos Abatement
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment
Contingency
Estimated Total Project Cost

$ 10,837,985
$
816,544
$
106,212
$
6,000
$
6,000
$
106,212
$
150,000
$
280,000
$
400,344
$
849,696
$ 13,558,993

G. Identification of Fund Sources
Funding will be provided through $13,600,000 in private funds.
Fund Sources
Private

$13,600,000

H. Operating Expenses and Impact to Campus Maintenance and Repair
Operating costs for the new facility will be funded through our current general fund operating
budget. There will be no additional staffing needs.
Maintenance and repair costs for the facility will be funded through school and public lands
funding.
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Floor Layouts
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